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- **SDN hypervisor** resources are shared between each tenant
  - e.g. CPU, RAM
- One vSDN might **over-utilize** the hypervisor resources leading to **cross-effects** between vSDNs

- Admission control and resource isolation guarantees are necessary!
Control Plane Resource Management
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Online resource estimation is extended in [2]

- Machine Learning is used to learn and fit the exponential mapping between number of OF messages and CPU consumption

---
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- Does control plane isolation affect resource utilization?
  - Isolation function has to process and count every transitioning packet!

- Does complexity of abstraction of network topologies matter?
  - Tasks for *big-switch* abstraction:
    - Provide corresponding *mapping*
    - Rewrite all messages on the control plane
    - Establish routing in the *big-switch*
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2. Develop appropriate models for mapping between different hypervisor functions and resource consumption
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1. Explore and study effects of complex network scenarios on hypervisor performance and resource consumption

2. Develop appropriate models for mapping between different hypervisor functions and resource consumption

3. Extend it with online solutions as they:
   • Don’t need extensive benchmarks
   • Support live hypervisor migrations (e.g. due to failure or lack of resources)

4. Integration in HyperFLEX framework
Resolving Switch Diversity - Motivation

- **Table Size Difference [3]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch</th>
<th>Table Size [Approx]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PICA 3290</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELL S3048-ON</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICA 3297</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Flow Mod Update Rate [4]**

Resolving Switch Diversity - Problems

1. How to gather data from switches?
   - What resources are the most influential (e.g. Flow Table Size, Update Rates)?
   - How to automate benchmarking and automation?

2. How to do embed vSDN based on the switch diversity?

3. How to add rules on run-time based on switch diversity?
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